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ABSTRACT This paper presents a high-performance and synthesizable asynchronous pipeline (HPSAP).
First, a 4-phase pipeline controlled by the relative-timing (RT) controller is designed. The controller is small
(7 gates) and its handshake protocol is highly concurrent, resulting in fewer component delays in cycle time.
However, the RT pipeline’s throughput is limited by the inherent reset phase in the 4-phase protocol. Thus,
the variant HPSAP pipeline is proposed with the quasi-2phase conversion method. Unlike other existing
solutions which aimed at reducing the reset time of the 4-phase protocol, this method imitates the behavior
of the 2-phase pipeline and re-activates the reset edge by two steps: 1) replacing all delay-matched units
with the maximum delay; 2) adding a small pulse generator on each RT controller. The post-layout HSPICE
simulation of a 4-bit 10-stage HPSAP first-in-first-out (FIFO) pipeline indicated a throughput of 5.382 giga
data item per second (GDI/s) under SMIC 55nm CMOS technology, which was 77.5% and 14.65% higher
than the Click pipeline and Mousetrap pipeline. In the pipeline with processing, a 32 × 32 bits multiplier
was built, and the maximum working frequency of the HPSAP multiplier was faster than Mousetrap and the
synchronous counterparts.

INDEX TERMS High-performance, asynchronous pipelines, relative-timing, asynchronous controller,
4-phase handshake protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION
Most of today’s high-performance microprocessors adopt
the pipelined structure to increase throughput, with reg-
isters inserted between two adjacent stages to store the
intermediate values. However, with the rising complexity
of systems, clock-based architectures may introduce much
energy, redundant timing margins, and complex clock
distribution. Whereas asynchronous circuits mainly rely on
handshake protocols, which naturally eliminate the global
clock. Moreover, it has some benefits like lower power
dissipation, reduced electromagnetic emission, and better
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modularity, which are beneficial to a high-performance
system in today’s ASIC designs [1], [2].

Unfortunately, asynchronous circuits are not widely
adopted due to the lack of mature Electronic Design Automa-
tion (EDA) tools. An effective solution is to use conventional
synchronous EDA tools for asynchronous circuit synthesis
such as Synopsys Design Compiler (DC) and IC Compiler
(ICC), but this approach requires that all components in the
asynchronous circuit are standard cells.

In general, asynchronous designs can be divided into two
types: quasi-delay insensitive (QDI) circuits and bundled-
data (BD) circuits. Normally, the QDI circuits require many
completion detectors to ensure the correct operation in the
presence of arbitrary data path delays, resulting in a large
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area cost and power consumption. Whereas asynchronous
BD circuits bundle the separate request and acknowledge
wires with data signals, and use timing to ensure the correct
operation rather than completion detectors, thus saving the
area and energy. Besides, many efforts have been made
in the automatic design of asynchronous BD circuits [3],
[4], [5], including synthesis, physical implementation, and
static timing analysis (STA), making the asynchronous BD
pipelines more welcomed by industries.

The primary asynchronous BD pipeline -micropipelines is
pioneered by Sutherland [6], but it uses slow and complex
capture-pass latches that limit performance. Then, some
high-performance asynchronous BD pipelines are proposed,
such as GasP [7], IPCMOS [8], High Capacity pipeline
(HCpipe) [9], Lookahead pipeline (LApipe) [10] and so on.
But they are built with dynamic logic and some custom units,
which can not be synthesized by conventional EDA tools.

Later, the high-performance Mousetrap pipeline is devel-
oped in [11], which only uses standard cells to construct the
pipeline stage. TheMousetrap controller is simple and latches
are used in the data path for data storage, providing fast data
access and small area cost. However, the latch is normally
more susceptible to metastability than the register, thus more
likely to cause timing issues and data hazards. Most recently,
another asynchronous BD pipeline style called Click [12] is
proposedwhich consists of standard cells and uses registers to
store data. As data is latched at a specific time, the chances of
race conditions are reduced. However, the area overhead and
the power consumption of the Click pipeline are relatively
large because of the large size of the Click controller
(84 transistors in total).

This paper focuses on developing a high-performance
asynchronous BD pipeline that is both simple in design
and amenable to synthesis. In [13], a small, fast, and
synthesizable 4-phase asynchronous controller called RT
controller has been introduced and compared with other
existing asynchronous controllers. And this work is an
extension of the previous work, in this paper, we first built
a 4-phase RT pipeline, and the HPSAP pipeline is obtained
by converting the 4-phase RT pipeline into a quasi-2phase
one with the proposed quasi-2phase conversion method.
By adjusting the delay-matching strategy and adding a
small pulse generator, the HPSAP pipeline’s throughput is
improved approximately 1.95 times compared to the original
4-phase RT pipeline, and the energy/item is also reduced
by 6.69%, merely at the expense of a 27.58% increase in the
number of transistors.

The high throughput of the HPSAP pipeline is mainly
due to three factors: 1) simple control logic, 2) highly
decoupled protocol, and 3) inherent relative-timing assump-
tions. The handshake logic in the HPSAP pipeline only
consists of nine gates (46 transistors), which is 45.23%
less than Click (84 transistors). And the HPSAP pipeline’s
throughput (5.382 GDI/s) is 14.65% higher than that of the
high-performanceMousetrap pipeline in a 4-bit 10-stage liner
pipeline without processing.

Moreover, the proposed HPSAP pipeline avoids the
use of custom cells and thus can be synthesized by
conventional EDA tools. For instance, several methods for
Click-based asynchronous circuits design with conventional
EDA tools [14], [15] are also feasible in our design.
The rest of the paper consists of five parts: Section II

introduces the structure of the 4-phase RT pipeline, operation,
and timing constraints; Section III presents the proposed
quasi-2phase conversion method and the implementation of
the HPSAP pipeline; Section IV describes the automatic
asynchronous design flow for the HPSAP pipeline; Section V
provides the experiment results and discussion; Section VI is
the conclusion.

II. THE 4-PHASE RT PIPELINE
In asynchronous BD pipelines, the data transfer between
stages is controlled by handshake protocols such as the
2-phase BD protocol and 4-phase BD protocol [16]. In gen-
eral, the 2-phase circuits are more efficient in transferring
data as both transition edges of the control signals carry
functions, but the conventional data storage approach requires
a 4-phase control. The 4-phase circuits are relatively simpler
and have better robustness to delay variations [17], but
the 4-phase protocol requires an RTZ phase which affects
performance. There is no general answer on which protocol is
the best, depending on the application scenarios of the design.

The RT asynchronous controller (RTAC) proposed in [13]
is designed based on the 4-phase protocol, which is charac-
terized by its high speed and small size. Furthermore, it can
be easily synthesized by synchronous EDA tools as it is built
with standard cells. Therefore, it is chosen to be the basic
handshake control unit in our design.

A 4-stage 4-phase RT pipeline is built in Figure 1, which
involves a data path and a control path. The blue cycles
symbolize pure wires (if there are no logic slices.) or
combination logics, while the red rectangles symbolize the
delay-matched units that were used to match each stage’s
worst-case propagation delay. Each register (or group of
registers, if the data path has multi-bits) is controlled by a
corresponding RTAC, which consists of four 2-input NAND
gates, one 3-input NAND gate, one inverter gate, and one
2-input AND gate. When the latch signal Lt arrive, the new
data can be stored in registers.

To improve the speed and save area, the correct operation
of the 4-phase RT pipeline is guaranteed by relative-timing
assumptions rather than completion detection. The high-
lighted paths (P1-P4) are used to illustrate these relative-
timing assumptions, which will be discussed in section II-A.

A. RELATIVE-TIMING ASSUMPTIONS IN THE RT PIPELINE
Figure2 presents the signal transition graph (STG) specifica-
tion of the RTAC, which is designed to be highly concurrent
to improve the throughput. {Rin, Ain} and {Rout , Aout}
are handshake signals on the left and right environment
of each RTAC. The symbol ‘‘+ (-)’’ represents a signal
transition from logic ‘‘0 (1)’’ to logic ‘‘1 (0)’’. Two types
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FIGURE 1. The general structure of the 4-phase RT pipeline.

of arrows are used to represent the timing relationships
between two adjacent transitions. The solid arrow represents
the flow relation ensured by the circuit itself, and the dashed
arrow represents the flow relation that maintained by the
environment. The red dot represents a token, and the arc
marked with a token indicates the start point of the transition
sequence.

As shown in Figure 2, the STG is highly concurrent since
the reset phases of the input and output handshake pairs
happen independently. For instance, the transitions Lt− and
Ain− can occur before the output request (Rout+) has been
acknowledged by the next stage (Aout+), thus saving the
handshake cycle time.

There are two relative-timing assumptions for assuring the
appropriate operation of the RT pipeline, which are ‘‘the
transition a− should occur earlier than Rin−’’ and ‘‘the
transition b− should occur earlier than Aout+’’. Without
the two relative-timing assumptions, the Aout+ may happen
before the Ain(Lt)+, which is unreasonable since the data has
not been stored by Lt+. And the Rout+ may happen after the
Rin−, which is also incorrect since the request signal has not
been propagated to the next stage.

In fact, the two relative-timing assumptions can be easily
satisfied by the RT pipeline itself without adding extra
circuits. As shown in Figure 1, for the first timing assumption,
taking the RTAC2 as an example, the red path (P1) from x− to
a− includes two gate delays, while the green path (P2) from
x− to Rin− includes four gate delays plus an external delay-
matched unit’s delay. Normally, local wire delay is much
smaller than gate delay in a real ASIC environment [18] and
can be ignored for simplicity. Therefore, the a− is ensured to
be earlier than Rin−.

Similarly, for the second timing assumption, take the
RTAC3 as an example, the red path (P3) from x− to b− is
explicitly shorter than the green path (P4) from x− to Aout+,
so the b− is ensured to be earlier than Aout+.
Note that the transition x+ can actually happen after

any of the transitions Rin−, b−, Aout+, or a−. However,
Figure 2 indicates that the x+ is only triggered by a−.
In fact, this does not conflict with the actual circuit behav-
ior: First, the relative-timing assumptions ensure that the

FIGURE 2. The STG of the RTAC with relative-timing assumptions.

transitions b− and a− happen earlier than Rin− and Aout+,
so the x+ would rather be triggered by a− or b− than Rin−
or Aout+; Second, although the b− may happen earlier than
a−, which would allow the x+ to occur before a−, the x+
still needs to wait for a− so that the subsequent transition a+
can take place. Therefore, the x+ is assumed to be mainly
decided by a−.

It is worth mentioning that Figure 2 is only used for
illustrating the circuit function and not for synthesizing
asynchronous circuits with asynchronous circuit synthesis
tools like Petrify.

B. THE OPERATION OF THE 4-PHASE RT PIPELINE
A timing diagram is presented in Figure3 to illustrate the
operation process of the 4-phase RT pipeline in Figure 1.
Assume the rising edges of the 4-phase handshake signals
are the active edges. The active flow is depicted by the dashed
blue arrows and the reset flow is depicted by the dashed green
arrows. Initially, all handshake signals {Rin, Ain, Rout , Aout}
are at a low level (t0).
Activation Flow: suppose that new data entered the

pipeline at t2, after a slight delay δ (to ensure the data
was stable), the external environment sends a request signal
Rin1 to RTAC1. If the reg1 is empty, the RTAC1 will
respond to the sender by sending Ain1(Lt1)+, and data is
appropriately stored into reg1. Simultaneously, the RTAC1
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FIGURE 3. Operation timing diagram of the 4-phase RT pipeline.

FIGURE 4. Setup and hold timing constraints.

sends the signal Rout1+ to RTAC2 to inform that new data
has arrived.

Later, the rising transitionRout1+will pass a delay-matched
unit with the rising delay (d1rise) to become Rin2+. The
Ain2+ and Rin2+ will then be triggered by Rin2+ in the
same way as the Rin1+.
Reset Flow: after receiving the acknowledge signal Ain1+,

the request signal (Rin1) and acknowledgment signal (Ain1)
are both reset. Following the Aout1+, Rout1 is reset. And
the falling transition Rout1− becomes Rin2− after the falling
delay (d1fall). Later, the RTAC2 sends Aout1− in response to
Rin2−. All handshake signals eventually go back to the initial
state.

C. SETUP AND HOLD TIMING CONSTRAINTS
To avoid hazards during data communication, setup and hold
timing constraints should be satisfied in the RT pipeline.
Figure 4 demonstrates two adjacent stages of the RT pipeline
with marked timing paths.
Setup Time Constraint: Data must arrive at the input port

of reg2 earlier than the Lt2 signal by a setup time Tsetup,
whichmeans the red paths should satisfy the following timing
constraint:

Tcq + Tpath + Tsetup < Tmatch + TRin2+→Lt2+

(1)

Hold Time Constraint: The data stored by reg2 must be
kept at least a hold time Thold before the arrival of next
Lt1 signal, as the following inequation 2:

TAin2(Aout1)+→Rout1− + TRin1+→Lt1+ + Tcq + Tpath > Thold
(2)

where Tpath is the worst-case propagation time in the data
path, Tcq represents signal propagation delay from the
register’s clock port to the output port. Tmatch is the latency
of the delay-matched unit.

The setup timing constraint could be met by setting
a suitable Tmatch, while the hold timing constraint is
naturally satisfied because the latency TAin2(Aout1)+→Rout1−
is explicitly larger than the hold time. The Tmatch could be
calculated as

Tmatch = Tcq + Tsetup + Tpath − TRin2+→Lt2+ (3)

The expression 3 also shows that the inner latency of the
RTAC (TRin2+→Lt2+) can be overlapped with the latency of
the delay-matched unit to achieve a shorter cycle time.

D. ANALYTIC CYCLE TIME
Cycle time is the time interval between successive data items
emerging from the pipeline when the pipeline is operating
at maximum speed [19]. The cycle time of the 4-phase
RT pipeline can be measured by the interval between two
adjacent active transitions of the Ain(Lt) signal, as in the
following expression:

RTcycle = 2Tmatch + TRin2+→Ain2+ + TAout1+→Ain1−

+ TRin2−→Ain2− + TAout1−→Ain1+ (4)

If expression 3 and the gates’ delays are substituted into
equation 4, a more intuitive expression for the RT pipeline’s
cycle time is obtained as follows:

RTcycle=2(Tinv+Tnand3+Tnand2)+2Tcq+2Tsetup + 2Tpath
(5)

III. THE QUASI-2PHASE HPSAP PIPELINE
As shown in expression 4, due to the reset phase, the cycle
time of the 4-phase RT pipeline must contain a redundant
RTZ process (TAout1+→Ain1− +Tmatch+TRin2−→Ain2−) which
limits the performance. To solve the performance loss
issue in 4-phase pipelines, Nowick proposed a ‘‘speculative
completion’’ scheme [20]. For the activation phase, signals
go through the path with matched delay, while for the
reset phase, signals pass through another path without any
delay element. However, complex circuitry is required to
select among paths, resulting in a large area overhead and
an increase in data propagation latency. Other researchers
suggested replacing the normal delay-matched unit with the
asymmetric delay unit [21]. The core idea is that only the
latency of the active transition is matched with the data path,
while the latency of the reset transition is set as short as
possible. However, the design of the customed asymmetric
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delay units requires much manual effort in deciding the W/L
ratios of the transistors and is not fitted into the automatic
design flow.

The above methods focus on minimizing the reset time to
improve the speed of a 4-phase circuit, but a better solution
is that the reset phase can also be utilized. Therefore, the
quasi-2phase conversion method is proposed in this article
to re-active the reset phase by imitating the latching behavior
of the 2-phase circuit. This method simply contains two parts:
1) the reset edge must be aligned with the next signal’s active
edge as in the 2-phase circuits. And this condition could be
ensured by a modified delay-matching strategy. 2) an extra
pulse-generation circuit should be added to transform reset
edges into local control pulses.

A. DELAY-MATCHING STRATEGY
The delay-matching strategy used in the quasi-2phase conver-
sion method was quite simple, just replacing all the inserted
delay-matched units with the maximum delay-matched unit
of the control path. The following are illustrations.

Figure 5 shows the control path of a 3-stage 4-phase RT
pipeline with left and right environments. D1 − D4 are the
delay units matched with the worst-case delay of each stage
in the data path; Lt1−Lt3 are local control signals; the whole
control path forms a closed loop. Two terms (forward-pass
time and backward-pass time) are defined as follows.
Forward-pass time is defined as the time interval of the

current stage sending the acknowledge signal Ain to the
former stage and receiving another request signal Rin again
from the former stage.
Backward-pass time is defined as the time interval of the

current stage sending the request signal Rout to the next
stage and receiving an acknowledge signalAout from the next
stage.

The two defined terms can also be expressed in the
following equations:

Tforward = TAinn→Aoutn−1 + TAoutn−1→Routn−1

+ TRoutn−1→Rinn

Tbackward = TRoutn→Rinn+1 + TRinn+1→Ainn+1

+ TAinn+1→Aoutn (6)

Assume the reset edge is enabled to trigger a data-latching
behavior. In other words, Stage I is supposed to store the
first data at Lt1+ and store the second data at Lt1−, similar
to other stages. To ensure the correct data movement, the
previous stage could not accept new data until the current
stage successfully stores the current data from the previous
stage, which means that the forward-pass time should be no
shorter than the backward-pass time.

Tforward ≥ Tbackward (7)

In an RT pipeline, the path delay from Ain to Aout is
regarded as zero, and the latency from Aout to Rout is close to
the latency from Rin to Ain in the RTAC, so the above timing
constraint is mainly decided by the inserted delay-matched

units (D1 - D4), which means the following relationship
should be satisfied:

D1 ≥ D2 ≥ D3 ≥ D4 (8)

Therefore, all inserted delays in the 4-phase RT pipeline
must be replacedwith themaximumdelay (Dmax) to construct
the quasi-2phase HPSAP pipeline:

D1 = D2 = D3 = D4 = Dmax{D1,D2,D3,D4} (9)

Note that in an RT pipeline without processing, the
condition 9 is naturally met since there is no difference in
the delay-matched units.
With this delay-matching strategy, the latch signals Ain(Lt)

in the 4-phase RT pipeline can be converted into a more
uniform style which is similar to the 2-phase handshake
signals. As shown in Figure 6, in the 4-phase RT pipeline,
the time interval between two adjacent active edges (i.e. the
rising edge) of the Ain signals are each stage’s matched
delays. Whereas in the quasi-2phase HPSAP pipeline, the
time interval between two adjacent edges of the Ain signals
is the maximum delay of all delay-matched units.

B. THE PULSE GENERATOR CIRCUIT
Although the reset edge of the 4-phase handshake signal
Ain(Lt) of the RT pipeline is set to be valid again by the
delay-matching strategy, it cannot be directly used to control
the data path. An extra conversion circuit is required to
convert the reset edges into control pulses so that they can
interact with registers. Figure 7 presents the structure of a
4-stage quasi-2phase HPSAP pipeline, in which the ‘‘Pulse-
gen’’ blocks are used to generate the latch signal Lt_pulse by
differentiating the request signal Rin and the delayed Ain(Lt)
signal.

C. TIMING CONSTRAINTS IN THE HPSAP PIPELINE
To latch the data correctly in the HPSAP pipeline, the
Lt_pulse signal must satisfy certain timing constraints.
Figure 8 presents the detailed timing diagram of the Pulse-gen
circuit and the necessary timing constraints, control pulses are
produced at both edges of theAin signal. The green waveform
Ain_delay represents the delayed Ain signal, and the Lt_pulse
signal is the result of the Rin⊕ Ain_delay.

The setup and hold timing constraints are ensured by
expressions 1 and 2. The other two timing constraints: the
minimum pulse width constraint (C1) and the Lt consistency
constraint (C2), are illustrated as follows:
C1: The pulse width of the Lt_pulse signal must be larger

than the allowed minimum pulse width of the register Tmpw,
which means:

TRin→Ain + dbuffer + TXOR↓ > TXOR↑ + Tmpw (10)

C2:Once the current Rin transition event is acknowledged,
the next Rin transition event should arrive after the signal
Lt_pulse− so that Lt_pulse can change consistently with
Lt_pulse+ and Lt_pulse−. In other words, the delay fromAin
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FIGURE 5. A 3-stage RT pipeline’s control path with left and right environments.

FIGURE 6. (a) The Ain signals in the 4-phase RT pipeline. (b) The Ain
signals in the quasi-2phase HPSAP pipeline.

to Rin should be larger than a buffer’s delay dbuffer plus the
falling time of the XOR gate TXOR↓:

TAin→Aout + TAout→Rout + TRout→Rin > dbuffer + TXOR↓

(11)

C1 is easily satisfied since the XOR gate’s falling time is
normally close to its rising time and the latency from Rin
to Ain plus a buffer’s delay is naturally larger than Tmpw.
As for C2, the inner latency TAin→Aout , TAout→Rout , dbuffer ,
and TXOR↓ are fixed, while the path delay TRout→Rin equals
to latency of the delay-matched unit Tmatch. As long as Tmatch
satisfies the setup timing constraint in expression 1, C2 can
be satisfied.

D. ANALYTIC CYCLE TIME
In the HPSAP pipeline, the control signal Lt_pluse is
generated from Rin, so the cycle time can be measured by
the interval between adjacent rising and falling edges of
Rin. As the forward path and the backward path of signal
transition are highly synchronized, the cycle time of the
HPSAP pipeline can be represented as:

HPSAPcycle = TRin+→Ain+ + TAout+→Rout− + Tmatch

(12)

Considering expression 3 and the gates’ delays, the
equation 12 can also be represented as:

HPSAPcycle = Tcq + Tsetup + Tpath + Tinv + Tnand3 + Tnand2
(13)

Compare to the analytic cycle time in equation 5, the quasi-
2phase HPSAP pipeline’s analytic cycle time is only half of
the 4-phase RT pipeline.

IV. ASYNCHRONOUS DESIGN FLOW
As the control element - RTAC used in the RT and
HPSAP asynchronous pipeline circuits is built based on
standard cells, an asynchronous BD circuit design flow
with popular commercial softwares like Verilog Compiler
Simulator (VCS), Design Complier (DC), and IC Complier
(ICC), was adopted in this work, which is compatible with
synchronous sequential circuit design flow. The whole design
flow is presented in Figure 9.

First, the asynchronous design architecture specification
should be designed and described with HDL. In the next step,
the circuit can be synthesized with adaptive delay matching
(ADM) method. Then, the layout of the design is obtained
with ICC, and the design rule check (DRC), layout versus
schematic (LVS) check will be done. Finally, the timing of
the circuits is checked with STA based on ADM method.

The data path has no difference as in synchronous circuit,
so it can be described in behavior level. However, the
elements in control path should be described in gate level
with standard cells, and they should be set to not be touched in
synthesis phase. Otherwise, the control path may be modified
by DC tool, which may cause wrong operation. We used the
command setdonttouch to avoid modification.

The ADM method [14] was adopted to find out the
length of delay units to be inserted in the control path
to achieve the best performance. Assume the number of
pipeline stages is n. First, since the exact delay vaslues are
unknown before synthesis, n delay variables are set using
command setmindelay. The n variables are set to be the same
initially, so as to the latency between each asynchronous
control signals. Then, the circuit is synthesized and the slack
value of each timing path could be obtained from the timing
report cyclically by using the command forincollection. If all
the slacks have a margin (marked as ‘th’) of +10% to the
corresponding timing path’s delay, the synthesis can be done.
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FIGURE 7. The implementation of a 4-stage quasi-2phase HPSAP pipeline.

FIGURE 8. The local timing constraints in the pulse-gen circuit.

FIGURE 9. The automatic asynchronous BD circuits design flow with ADM
method.

Otherwise, the delay variable of each stage will be reset to
the value of the current timing path plus the threshold, and
the circuit is resynthesized. Normally, if the initial calue is
set bigger than zero and smaller than 5ns, only two iterations
could complete the synthesis process.

Finally, design rule check (DRC) and layout versus
schematic (LVS) check are carried on, and the parasitic

parameter is extracted. The post-layout simulation is per-
formed with VCS under all corners, to ensure there is no
timing error after place-and route.

Based on the design flow above, we successfully designed
a HPSAP pipelined asynchronous 32 × 32 bits multiplier,
which will be presented in section V-C.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
To verify the performance of the RT and HPSAP pipelines,
two classic synthesizable asynchronous BD pipelines were
chosen for comparison: the Click pipeline and the Mouse-
trap pipeline. The studies covered two possible operating
conditions: asynchronous pipelines without processing (liner
FIFOs) and asynchronous pipelines with processing.

Figure 10 depicts the test environment, whichwas a n-stage
asynchronous liner pipeline with combination logic (CL) or
simply wires (W) inserted between adjacent stages. Local
control signals (Ctl) produced by different asynchronous
controllers (AC) were used to manage each data storage unit
(DSU). In the Click, RT, and HPSAP pipelines, the DSU
represented the D flip-flop (DFF), while in the Mousetrap
pipeline, it represented the D-latch (DL).

The start signal was used to activate the request line at
the beginning. The data sender was controlled by the input
acknowledge signal Ain, once the AC1 has acknowledged
the current data, a new data could be sent immediately.
Dleft was used to meet the setup timing constraint of DSU1,
which matched the time interval from data being produced
to the AC1’s input. The data receiver was controlled by a
delayed Rout signal, and Dright was used to match the time
interval from the data being output to the data receiver’s
input. Once data was output, it would be latched as soon as
possible.

The Rin and Ain signals formed an input handshake
loop (Ain+ → Rin− → Ain− → Rin+), while
Rout and Aout signals formed an output handshake loop
(Rout+ → Aout+ → Rout− → Aout−). Thus, the whole
asynchronous FIFO formed a closed loop that allowed data
to be transferred successively at the maximum speed. The
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FIGURE 10. The test environment of asynchronous pipelines.

TABLE 1. Comparison in analytic cycle times of asynchronous FIFOs.

‘‘full’’ or ‘‘empty’’ state of each FIFO stage was recorded in
the acknowledge wire.

All pipelines were implemented under the SMIC 55nm
technology with the low voltage threshold (LVT) standard
library to obtain a faster speed. The operating conditions were
1.2V nominal voltage supply, 25◦C, and a typical process
corner. To provide a fair comparison of all the circuits, the
simulations were performed for 15ns with identical input data
patterns.

B. COMPARISON IN PIPELINES WITHOUT PROCESSING
Before carrying out the experiments in asyncrhonous
pipelines without processing (FIFOs), the analytical esti-
mated cycle times of the four asynchronous FIFOs were
summarized in Table 1 based on the standard cells’ layout
delay information recorded in the standard library file. Each
standard gate’ s latency was taken as the average of the
maximum rise andmaximum fall delays for simplicity, except
for the XNOR and XOR gates. As shown in Table1, the
analytic cycle times of different pipelines decrease in the
following order: RT, Click, Mousetrap, and HPSAP.

Then, the practical cycle times were obtained from
post-layout HSIPCE simulation. The results are listed in
Table 2, which were larger than the estimate values in
Table 1. This was reasonable since the parasitic elements
and interconnect delays were not taken into account in the
analytical equations.

As the analytic equations expected, the practical cycle
time of the quasi-2phase HPSAP was the smallest and its
maximum throughput could reach 5.382 (GDI/s), which is
77.5% higher than Click (3.032 GDI/s) and 14.65% higher
than Mousetrap (4.694 GDI/s). The 4-phase RT pipeline gave
the least throughput (2.759 GDI/s) mainly due to the extra
RTZ phase.

FIGURE 11. Layout of a 32 × 32 bits HPSAP asynchronous multiplier.

TABLE 2. Simulation results of synthesizable asynchronous FIFOs @1.2V,
25◦C, typical.

To highlight the performance, the energy consumption
was compared using the pipeline system’s Figure of Merit
(FOM) [22], which can be defined as:

α = Power/Throughput2 (14)

A lower α for a pipeline means that the circuit consumes
less energy per data item.

As shown in Table 2, the Mousetrap pipeline had the
smallest FOM (0.074), followed by the HPSAP pipeline
(0.093). The FOM of the HPSAP pipeline was 52.3% smaller
than the RT pipeline (0.195).The Click had the largest FOM
(0.208) due to its complex structure and more switching
activities.

Regarding the area cost, the Mousetrap pipeline had the
smallest number of transistors (480) since it used DL to
store data, while the others used DFF. However, DL is
usually not as stable as DFF because it is more sensitive
to metastability. In an asynchronous pipeline, where timing
is critical, metastability can cause severe consequences and
disrupt the proper functioning of the system. Therefore, it is
generally recommended to use DFF instead of DL in an
asynchronous pipeline for precise latching data, even though
DFF has a larger size.

Compared to the 4-phase RT pipeline, the number of
transistors in the quasi-2phase HPSAP pipeline was increased
by 27.58% due to the extra pulse generator circuits. The Click
pipeline has the largest number of transistors, which was
1.51 times larger than the HPSAP pipeline.
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FIGURE 12. Functional test of the 32 × 32 bits HPSAP multiplier.

TABLE 3. Comparison with other existing high-performance
asynchronous FIFOs in references.

1) COMPARISON WITH HIGH-PERFORMANCE
ASYNCHRONOUS FIFOS IN REFERENCES
To further verify the performance of the proposed design,
some existing high-performance asynchronous pipelines in
references were listed for comparison. The listed results were
found in references and were all measured/simulated in a 4-
bit FIFO at a normal condition, 300K.

As shown in Table 3, the proposed HPSAP pipeline
achieves the highest throughput and the lowest energy/item
among others. Most importantly, the proposed HPSAP
pipeline was synthesizable, while most high-performance
asynchronous designs use custom units in their designs that
were not supported by automatic design flow.

C. COMPARISON IN PIPELINES WITH PROCESSING
In this experiment, three four-stage 32 × 32 bits Booth
multipliers were implemented with different control paths.
The combiantion logics in multipler was divided into three
parts, including Booth encoding, Wallace-tree reduction, and
Carry-lookahead adder. The layouts of HPSAP multiplier,
Mousetrap multiplier, and the synchronous multiplier were
obtained under the SMIC 55nm CMOS technology. Here,
only the asyncrhonous Mousetrap pipeline was choosed for
comparison because it has been proved to be faster and
smaller than the Click and RT pipelines in the asynchronous

TABLE 4. Comparison on asynchronou control paths & synchronous clock
tree.

FIFO experiment. The delay-matching units used in the
HPSAP, Mousetrap, and synchronous pipelines were sym-
metric delays (i.e. buffer chains). Figure 11 presents the
layout of the 32 × 32 bits HPSAP multiplier, The area of the
control path was 194.28um2, which only occupied 0.89% of
the overall area (21777.225um2).
Figure 12 shows the simulated waveforms of the quasi-

2phase HPSAP pipelined multiplier. The local control signals
Lt1∗ (i.e. Lt1, Lt2, Lt3, Lt4) were generated based on both
edges of the Ain∗ signals as each transition of Ain∗ (i.e. Ain1,
Ain2, Ain3, Ain4) signals corresponded to a data movement.
The multiplier produced a result at each rising edge of
the Lt4.

Then, each asynchronous pipeline’s control path and the
synchronous pipeline’s clock tree were compared in cycle
time (Tcycle), area, power, power-delay product (PDP), and
the maximum frequency (Fmax). As there was no concept of
frequency in asynchronous circuits, the maximum equivalent
frequency was used for comparison, which was computed by
(1/Tcycle). The post-simulation results are listed in Table 4.

1) DISCUSSION
As shown in Table 4, the HPSAP multiplier had a per-
formance improvement of 6.45% to Mousetrap. This was
reasonable since the cycle time is only decided by the inner
latency of the controller and the maximum delay unit. The
maximum delays were equal, while the RTAC controller had
a smaller inner latency between Aout and Rout signals. The
latency from Aout to Rout was only three simple gates’ delay
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in RTAC controller, whereas in Mousetrap, the latency was
an XNOR gate plus a latch’s delay. However, the area of the
HPSAP control path was 16.39% bigger than the Mousetrap
control path mainly due to the maximum delay-matching
strategy and the larger size of the RTAC controller.

In comparison with the synchronous pipeline, the HPSAP
pipeline had a comparable Fmax (337.723MHz) with Fmax
(333.3MHz) of the synchronous counterpart. And the PDP
was reduced by 2.6% compared to synchronous one.
However, the area of the HPSAP control path was about
2.32 times larger than the area of clock tree. This was
reasinable because the clock network was relatively simple
in such a small design, while the asynchronous control path
required extra controllers and delay-matching elements to
generate the control signals. In a large system, where the
distribution of clock network is much complex, the area cost
of the clock-tree will increase tremedously for a balanced
clock control.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a high-performance and synthesizable
asynchronous pipeline - the HPSAP pipeline. The correct
operation of the HPSAP pipelines was guaranteed by the
relative-timing assumptions rather than completion detectors
used in most conventional high-performance asynchronous
designs. And the key advantage of the proposed HPSAP
pipeline is that it can be supported by EDA tools while
achieving great performance.

The HPSAP pipeline was compared with other high-
performance aynchronous pipelines from two aspects: with
and without processing. During the experiments without pro-
cessing, the HPSAP pipeline achieved the highest through-
put (5.382 GDI/s) among other existing high-performance
asynchronous pipelines, which was 77.5% higher than the
Click pipeline with 55.28% reduction in FOM, and 14.65%
higher than the Mousetrap pipeline but with 25.67% increase
in FOM. During the experiments with processing, a four-
stage 32 × 32 bits HPSAP multiplier was implemented and
compared with the Mousetrap and synchronous counterparts.
The post-simulation results showed that the HPSAP multi-
plier had a performance improvement of 6.45% to Mousetrap
but with a 16.39% bigger area cost. The speed of the HPSAP
multiplier was comparable with synchronous one with a PDP
reduction of 2.6%.
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